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pipe boxing & casings for services

boiler pipework casing

boxing and services casings

metal pipe protection

pipe boxing & casings for services
Encasement’s approach of providing innovative high quality products at competitive prices,

These include FSC® compliant materials from sustainable sources, which can have a positive

supported by outstanding service, has enabled us to become the UK’s leading specialist in pipe

influence on BREEAM ratings, together with the use of recyclable materials in many of our

boxing, boiler pipework casings and building services concealment solutions.

products, such as aluminium.

Our pre-formed plywood casings are widely used in central heating upgrades for social housing

Our pipe boxing and services casings range is now the most comprehensive available,

refurbishment and for covering utilities pipework in residential new build, as they provide a

providing architects, specifiers and contractors with a complete solution, whether the project is

practical, aesthetic and economic solution for concealing pipes and other services.

in social and affordable housing, private residential or a range of other sectors.

To ensure we provide a wide choice of encasement solutions, we continually update and extend
our range with new additions that meet the growing demand for sustainable building products.

sustainable & compliant casing solutions
Encasement is the only manufacturer and supplier of pre-formed plywood pipe boxing

helps buyers to comply readily with their own sustainable procurement policies. Our

and services casings that holds an FSC ‘Chain of Custody Certification’ from the

pre-formed plywood casings also conform to the latest EU Timber Regulations, while

Forest Stewardship Council.

our exterior pipe protection range is manufactured using aluminium that includes a

®

With FSC certification comes the independent verification that the timber used in the

proportion of recycled material.

manufacture of our products can be traced right back through the supply chain to their

At Encasement, we’re playing our part in sustainable building solutions by offering

original source, which provides clear evidence that the timbers are legal and compliant.

products within our range that are manufactured using materials which are either

Our commitment to the use of sustainable and legally sourced timbers enables us
to offer certified casing solutions that adhere to the relevant legislation, which also

recyclable, manufactured from recycled materials or produced from sustainable and
managed sources.

Boiler Casings
Pre-formed plywood
boiler pipework casings
Exposed central heating and flue pipework can be concealed
quickly, easily and cost effectively with our pre-formed and
pre-finished boiler pipework casings, giving a more aesthetic
finish to any boiler installation.
Used widely in social housing refurbishment programmes as
well as boiler installations in residential new build, our selfsupporting casings can be either free standing or secured
with fasteners or mastic adhesives, allowing easy removal for
servicing or maintenance.
A wide range of ‘ex-stock’ next day delivery casings is
available together with our ‘bespoke’ casings, which are
tailor made to meet individual project specifications and
dimensions to offer even greater versatility.
Pre-finished in hard wearing white melamine or laminate,
there’s no need for paint and the surface is easy to wipe
clean. They are also FSC® certified and fully compliant with
the latest EU Timber Regulations (EUTR).
 Ex-stock and bespoke options available
 Ideal for use above or below the boiler
 Manufactured from FSC certified timber
 Pre-finished in white melamine or a range of laminates
 Simple and quick to fit – a uniform finish every time
 Easy access for routine servicing & maintenance
 Two-year guarantee
 EUTR compliant specification

Riva & Versa
Boxing and services
casing
There is no quicker, easier, more cost effective or aesthetic
method of concealing pipe work and building services than
our pre-formed and pre-finished services casings.
Available in a wide selection of sizes and profiles to meet
virtually any application, our extensive plywood boxing and
services casings are finished in white melamine to provide a
tough and easy to clean surface.
Our FSC® and EUTR compliant services casings are used
in residential and commercial property, as well as a broad
range of other sectors. Encasement is also the only
manufacturer and supplier of pre-formed plywood pipe
boxing and services casings that holds an FSC® ‘Chain of
Custody Certification’ from the Forest Stewardship Council.
 Aesthetic and consistent finish on all projects
 Pre-finished in easy to clean white melamine
 Manufactured from FSC certified timber
 Fitted in under half the time of site made solutions
 2 year guarantee as standard
 Range of dedicated accessories
 Suitable for horizontal and vertical applications

Arma
Metal pipe protection
Arma metal casings provide external pipework, cabling and
other building services with strong and secure protection
from theft, accidental damage and vandalism, particularly
where services run close to the ground or can be easily
reached.
Whether protecting gas or air-conditioning pipework,
electrical cabling or distributed hot water systems, Arma
provides effective security and a deterrent for projects
where maximum protection is necessary.
Arma is manufactured using strong, lightweight and
corrosion resistant aluminium, which is formed into profiles
that can be readily secured to the external wall using heavyduty aluminium angle brackets and suitable fixings.
From simple vertical and horizontal pipe runs to more
complex district heating and central boiler installations,
Arma provides a practical, effective solution and can be
coated in any RAL paint reference to contrast or blend in
with wall colours and surroundings.
 Secure protection for external pipework and services
 Strong, pre-formed aluminium construction
 Range of sizes and fitting options
 Wide range of RAL finishes available
 Dedicated accessories available
 Easy to install
 Durable deterrent to theft and vandalism

Solutions, support and service
With more than 40 years experience in the design, manufacture and installation of decorative casing products, we’re perfectly equipped to support your needs, whether it’s specification details,
technical information or application insight based on our wealth of accumulated knowledge and expertise.
Our product range provides an aesthetic and practical solution for concealing pipework, utilities and other building services, enabling a consistent and high quality finish to be achieved.

Online information
Having easy access to detailed and accurate information is essential during the selection

Visit our website to find:

and specification process to ensure that products meet the compliance and performance
requirements of each individual project.



Dimensions and material specifications

To meet this requirement our website provides a diverse range of easily accessible



Standard specification clauses

compliance data, such as FSC and relevant EU regulations.



Downloadable brochures, plus drawings in DWG and PDF formats

In addition to the dedicated overview and technical sections for each product, our



Finishes options and specifications for each product



Project news and comprehensive project galleries



Technical, compliance and sustainability information

information, including product details, dimensions and material specifications together with

comprehensive ‘Tech info’ pages give you access to a range of downloads including
product drawings, materials and finish information as well as specification clauses and a
wide range of technical product brochures.
If you need further information, call our technical team on 01733 266 889

www.encasement.co.uk
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